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Introduction

Two recent studies using Mars General Circulation Mod-
els (MGCMs) have shown that the north-south slope
in the zonally averaged Martian topography produces a
Hadley circulation that is asymmetric about the equator.
Richardson and Wilson [1] noted in their MGCM results
that the annually averaged zonal mean circulation con-
tained a stronger northern hemisphere Hadley cell, which
also extended southward across the equator. They per-
formed two further experiments in which the argument
of perihelion was shifted by 180◦ (to test the effect of
seasonal differences in the strength of the solar forcing)
and in which the zonal mean component of topography
was removed (leaving only the mountain or “wave” com-
ponent). The removal of the zonal mean component of
topography created two cells of nearly equal strength and
shape, while the shift in the argument of perihelion pro-
duced little change from the full MGCM run. These ob-
servations suggest that the north-south slope in topogra-
phy is important, but the strength of the solar forcing is
not.

Similarly, Takahashi et al. [2] found that in their
MGCM results at equinox, the northern cell was stronger
than the southern and extended across the equator into
the southern hemisphere. They conducted three runs at
perpetual equinox in which variations in only one of the
following were included: topography, surface thermal in-
ertia, and surface albedo. The runs with only either sur-
face thermal inertia or surface albedo did not match the
control run with all three parameters, but the run with
topography did. Two subsequent experiments in which
either only the zonal mean component of topography or
the zonal wave component were included showed that,
as in the study by Richardson and Wilson [1], the zonal
mean component of topography is the dominant factor in
causing an asymmetric Hadley circulation.

To understand how the surface height affects the at-
mospheric circulation, we use a simple MGCM, which is
thermally forced by Newtonian relaxation to two differ-
ent radiative equilibrium states, and a modified version
of the Hadley cell model of Lindzen and Hou [3], which
solves for the boundaries of the cells.

Experiments with a Simple MGCM

We have converted the atmospheric version of the MIT
General Circulation Model (GCM) to physical constants

appropriate for the Martian atmosphere, which is as-
sumed to be entirely CO2 and contain no dust. The dy-
namical core of the MIT GCM solves the fundamental
equations of geophysical fluid dynamics in the hydro-
static approximation using the finite volume method on
an Arakawa C grid [4]. The horizontal configuration is a
cube-sphere grid [5] with 32× 32 points per cube face,
equivalent to a resolution of 2.8◦ or 166 km at the equa-
tor. The vertical grid uses anη coordinate [6] with 30
levels, and the grid spacing increases approximately log-
arithmically with height. Within each grid point inter-
secting the surface, the resolution of the topography is
increased by inserting sub grids spaced at 10% of the full
vertical grid spacing [7]

The external thermal forcing is specified by Newto-
nian relaxation to a prescribed radiative equilibrium state
following Held and Suarez [8]. To the energy equation,
the following term is added:

∂T

∂t
= · · · − kT [T − Teq] , (1)

whereT is temperature,t is time, kT is the radiative
relaxation rate (set to 1/2 sols−1), andTeq is the radia-
tive equilibrium temperature, discussed below. Bound-
ary layer friction is specified in the horizontal momen-
tum equations by

∂v

∂t
= · · · − kv(p)v, (2)

wherev is the zonal or meridonal velocity,p is pressure,
andkv is the wind damping rate.kv is defined by

kv = kf max

(

0,
p − pb

po − pb

)

, (3)

wherekf =1 sol−1 is the wind damping rate of the lower
atmosphere (as suggested by Held and Suarez [8]),po is
the surface pressure, andpb = 0.7po is the top of the
boundary layer. A similar term to the right side of Eq. 2
is also included in the horizontal momentum equations in
the top three model levels (i.e., Rayleigh friction), with
kv set to 9, 3, and 1 sols−1 from uppermost to lowermost,
respectively.

It should be stressed thatTeq is a proxy for the ex-
ternal thermal forcing and does not represent a physical
parameter that can be measured. In general, our experi-
ments use two types of radiative equilibrium configura-
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tions. The first is referred to as pure radiative equilib-
rium. Assuming the Eddington approximation, no scat-
tering, no solar absorption by the atmosphere, a gray at-
mosphere in the long wave, and constant opacity, the so-
lution is

σT 4
eq =

{

Qo(0.5 + 0.75pτoo/poo) p 6= po

Qo(1 + 0.75poτoo/poo) p = po,
(4)

whereσ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant;Qo is the
daily averaged net solar flux, which does not capture di-
urnal cycles;poo is a reference pressure, here set to the
mean surface pressure of 6 mb; andτoo is the optical
depth atpoo, here taken to be 0.2 to represent non-dusty
conditions. Specifically,Qo = So(1−A)G, whereSo is
the mean solar constant,A is the albedo (set to a constant
value of 0.15), andG is a parameter that depends on or-
bital characteristics, specifically season (Ls), argument
of perihelion, eccentricity, latitude (φ), and planetary in-
clination angle. The seasonal CO2 cycle is not explicitly
included in the model, butTeq andT are snapped back
to the frost temperature when they fall below it.

In the pure radiative case defined by Eq. 4,Teq is dis-
continuous between the surface and the atmosphere di-
rectly above the surface. The lapse rate is infinite, which
implies an unstable situation. If convection implicitly
acts to bring the vertical temperature profile back to the
dry adiabatic lapse rate, we arrive at our other radia-
tive equilibrium state, referred to as radiative-convective
equilibrium. In radiative convective equilibrium, the
temperature above the convective layer is the same as in
the pure radiative equilibrium state, and the temperature
within the convective layer follows an adiabat. Thus,

σT 4
eq =

{

Qo(0.5 + 0.75pτoo/poo) p < pt

Qo(0.5 + 0.75ptτoo/poo)(p/pt)
R/cp p ≥ pt,

(5)
wherept is the height of the convective layer in pressure
coordinates,R is the specific gas constant, andcp is the
specific heat. The height of the convective layer is calcu-
lated by setting the net flux (surface plus atmosphere) at
the top of the convective layer equal to the net flux at the
same level in the pure radiative equilibrium model.

We forced our MGCM with each of the two radiative
equilibrium temperatures above (i.e. Eqs. 4 and 5) for
the topography measured by the Mars Orbiter Laser Al-
timeter (MOLA) [9] (hereinafter referred to as full) and
full topography with the zonal mean component removed
(hereinafter referred to as wave). The MGCM was spun
up from an initial rest state withT = 200 K everywhere;
the time step was 159 s. The season was held fixed at
equinox (Ls = 0).

Figure 1 shows the results for the zonally averaged
mass stream function, time averaged over sols 150 to
180. In the pure radiative equilibrium forcings (top two
panels), the Hadley cells are nearly symmetric about the
equator, in both strength and the latitude of the stream-
line dividing the northern and southern cells, for both to-
pographies. For the full topography case, the maximum
magnitude of the mass stream function in the northern
and southern cells are 4.9 and 3.3× 108 kg s−1, respec-
tively. The dividing streamline is at the equator near the
surface, but has a slight bulge to−5◦ latitude near 1 mb.
For the wave topography case, the maximum magnitude
of the mass stream function in the northern and south-
ern cells are 3.3 and 4.8× 108 kg s−1, respectively. The
dividing streamline stays at the equator for all altitudes.

The results with radiative-convective equilibrium
forcings (bottom two panels of Fig 1) have a substan-
tial difference between the two topographies. With full
topography, the maximum strengths of the northern and
southern cells are 17.9 and 4.7× 108 kg s−1, respec-
tively (c.f. the values from the perpetual equinox run of
Takahashi et al. [2] of∼ 35 and< 5 × 108 kg s−1,
respectively). The latitude of the dividing streamline is
at ∼ −15◦ in the lower atmosphere (c.f.∼ −20◦ from
Takahashi et al. [2]). With wave topography, the max-
imum strengths of the northern and southern cells are
7.8 and 6.0× 108 kg s−1, respectively (c.f.∼ 7 and
∼ 5 × 108 kg s−1, respectively, from Takahashi et al.
[2]). The dividing streamline is located at the equator,
though in Takahashi et al. [2], the northern cell bulges
slightly (∼ 3◦) into the southern hemisphere.

Lindzen and Hou Hadley Cell Model with Topogra-
phy

Held and Hou [10] created a model that solved for the
poleward extent of the Hadley cells assuming symmet-
ric forcing about the equator (i.e. equinox conditions).
Their axisymmetric, Boussinesq, hydrostatic model was
forced by Newtonian relaxation to a radiative equilib-
rium state, which was chosen to have a convenient, al-
gebraically simple form. Outside of the Hadley cells,
the atmosphere is assumed to be in radiative equilibrium,
while the cells themselves are assumed to be momentum
conserving. Zonal winds in the Hadley cell region are
in cyclostrophic balance, with winds near the ground as-
sumed to be negligable compared with winds near top
at the rigid lid boundary (interpreted as the tropopause).
There is no net heating within each cell, and temperature
is continuous at the latitudinal cell boundaries.

Lindzen and Hou [3] continued the work of Held and
Hou [10] by allowing for the maximum solar heating to
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Figure 1: Simple MGCM results for zonally averaged
mass stream function (in108 kg s−1), time averaged over
sols 150 to 180. From top to bottom, the first panel is
full topography forced with pure radiative equilibrium
Teq, the second panel is the same as the first but with
wave topography (see text), the third panel is full topog-
raphy forced with radiative-convective equilibriumTeq,
and the fourth is the same as the third but with wave to-
pography. Positive is counterclockwise flow; shaded re-
gions indicate negative values.zp is the approximate ge-
ometric height found fromzp = −h log(p/poo), where
h = 8.5 km is the scale height.

be centered off the equator. The variables in their model
are the latitude of the dividing streamline,φ1, the pole-
ward boundary of the northern cell,φ+, the poleward
boundary of the southern cell,φ−, and an integration
constant. We have modified their model to allow for a
non-zero bottom topography. We also replace their radia-
tive equilibrium state, intended to be for small seasonal
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Figure 2: Solution forφ1 from the Lindzen and Hou
model with topography. The solid line is the solution
for both pure radiative and radiative-convective forcing
with flat topography, the thin dashed line is for pure ra-
diative with full topography, and the heavy dashed line is
for radiative-convective with full topography.

perturbations to a terrestrial equinoctial state, with the
pure radiative equilibrium and radiative-convective equi-
librium cases already presented in the previous section
(i.e. Eqs. 4 and 5).

Figure 2 shows the solutions forφ1 as a function of
Ls for both radiative equilibrium cases with flat topog-
raphy (since in an axisymmetric model, wave topogra-
phy is not defined) and full topography. The solution
for radiative-convective equilibrium and full topography
is clearly offset from the other three. At equinox,φ1 is
equal to−19◦ for this case and−3◦ for pure radiative
equilibrium with topography, and is identically 0 for the
two cases without topography. While the solution agrees
qualitatively with the MGCM of Takahashi et al. [2] and
our MGCM of the previous section, quantitative compar-
isons are more difficult since the latitude of the dividing
streamline in the MGCMs varies with height.

The solutions forφ+ and φ− (not shown) do not
agree with our MGCM results, nor do the solutions for
φ1 asLs approaches±90◦. We are currently performing
runs with an axisymmetric version of our MGCM, since
it may be more appropriate to compare this configuration
to the (axisymmetric) Lindzen and Hou model.

Discussion

Our MGCM and the modified Lindzen and Hou model
presented in the preceding two sections qualitatively re-
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Figure 3: Schematic of the two radiative equilibrium
temperature profiles. In radiative-convective equilib-
rium, the temperature aloft is higher over an elevated sur-
face (gray set of lines) vs. a lower surface (black set of
lines), while the temperature aloft does not depend on
the height of the surface for the pure radiative equilib-
rium case (see text for detailed description of symbols).

produce the previously observed behavior of the Hadley
cells when forced with a radiative-convective equilib-
rium state, but not when forced with a pure radiative
equilibrium state. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the
two radiative equilibrium temperature profiles. First con-
sider the surface described by the solid black line at
pressurepo with pure radiative equilibrium ground tem-
peratureTg (black text) described by thep = po case
of Eq. 4. The solid gray and black line is the associ-
ated pure radiative equilibrium temperature for the at-
mosphere (p 6= po). The black dashed line is an adi-
abat corresponding to radiative-convective equilibrium
(the p ≥ pt case of Eq. 5). If the surface is raised to a
higher level (lower pressure), now described by the solid
gray line,Tg decreases slightly, due to a smaller green-
house effect, while the pure-radiative equilibrium tem-
perature of the atmosphere remains the same for a given
pressure. The gray dashed line is the new adiabat for the
higher surface.

If we now consider the temperature aloft at some
levelpa (dotted line), the pure radiative equilibrium tem-
perature is the same regardless of the height of the sur-
face. However, the radiative-convective equilibrium tem-
perature is higher above the higher surface. Molnar and
Emanuel [11] have also pointed out this effect on a terres-
trial model using a more sophisticated radiative transfer
algorithm. A thermal forcing that depends on the height
of the surface is what allows the surface to communicate
with the atmosphere and in turn modify the Hadley cir-
culation.

It is generally accepted that a latitudinal shift in the
peak solar heating, such that occurs due to changing sea-
son, causes the latitude of the dividing streamline to shift
in the same direction, the winter Hadley cell to become
stronger, and the summer cell to become weaker. A
north-south slope in topography mimics this shift in the
peak heating. Because the atmosphere aloft is warmer
over an elevated surface, the peak heating shifts towards
the higher topography (southward for Mars), as does the
dividing streamline. The down slope cell mimics the
winter cell (the northern cell for Mars), while the ups-
lope cell mimics the summer cell (the southern cell for
Mars).
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